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  Due to continuing improvements, actual product may 
differ slightly from the product described herein.

Visit our website at: http://www.harborfreight.com

 Read this mateRial befoRe using this 
pRoduct.  failuRe to do so can Result in 
seRious injuRy.   save this manual.

Copyright© 2003 by Harbor Freight Tools®.  All rights reserved.  No portion of this 
manual or any artwork contained herein may be reproduced in any shape or form 
without the express written consent of Harbor Freight Tools.

For technical questions or replacement parts, please call 1-800-444-3353.

iMProPer use can cause sliPPage, resulting in 
seVere Personal injury or aMPutation! 
Improper use of the push stick can create a greater hazard than 
pushing a workpiece by hand.

to prevent this hazard, adhere to the following:
only use this push stick with material that:1. 

has a width b. from 2” to 6”. 
(Use a Push Block (not included) when cutting widths under 2”, see 
reverse side for details.)

has a square end.c. 
keep the push stick and your hands clean and dry.2. 
grip the push stick firmly and press on the workpiece 3. 
parallel to the blade, but not along the same line.
Fully contact the workpiece with the end of the push stick.4.   
Both the top and the side of the workpiece must fully contact the 
end of the stick.
Do not press forcefully against the workpiece.5.   To prevent 
excess resistance:

Align the saw’s fence with the blade.a. 
Properly support long workpieces using rollers or other b. 
supports (sold separately).
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sku 33279 For technical questions, please call 1-800-444-3353.

aDDitional oPeration Warnings
1. Keep hands and push stick clear of the saw blade and out of the path of the saw blade.  

See “Proper Placement of Push Stick”, below right.

Wear ANSI-approved safety impact eye 2. 
goggles when using this product.

Do not modify this product, and do not 3. 
use this product for a purpose for which 
it was not intended.

Do not hold onto or touch the “free end” 4. 
of the workpiece, or a “free piece”, that 
is cut off while power is ON and/or the 
saw blade is rotating.

Use this Stick only on a table saw.  Other tools can push the workpiece up and require 5. 
other means to move the workpiece through.

Read all information provided with table saw to be worked on before use.6. 

The warnings, precautions, and instructions discussed in this Instruction Sheet can-7. 
not cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur.  The operator must 
understand that common sense and caution are factors which cannot be built into this 
product, but must be supplied by the operator.

to Build a Push Block (not included) 
(For use When cutting WiDths unDer 2”)
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Assemble Push Block with 
glue and wood screws 
(see warning below).
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Warning!  When using wood screws, locate them so they will not accidently come in 
contact with the saw blade.

note: The push block design shown above is only one type of push block.  Other push 
block designs may be needed for various operations or tools.  Refer to tool safety infor-
mation to determine the required safety equipment.
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Proper Placement of Push stick
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